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The Myths That Made America - Heike Paul
2014-08-31
This essential introduction to American studies
examines the core foundational myths upon
which the nation is based and which still
determine discussions of US-American identities
today. These myths include the myth of
»discovery,« the Pocahontas myth, the myth of
the Promised Land, the myth of the Founding
Fathers, the melting pot myth, the myth of the
West, and the myth of the self-made man. The
chapters provide extended analyses of each of
these myths, using examples from popular
culture, literature, memorial culture, school
books, and every-day life. Including visual
material as well as study questions, this book
will be of interest to any student of American
studies and will foster an understanding of the
United States of America as an imagined
community by analyzing the foundational role of
myths in the process of nation building.
Gramophone, Film, Typewriter - Friedrich A.
Kittler 1999
On history of communication
Hana Khan Carries On - Uzma Jalaluddin
2021-04-06
From the author of Ayesha at Last comes a
sparkling new rom-com for fans of “You’ve Got
Mail,” set in two competing halal restaurants
Sales are slow at Three Sisters Biryani Poutine,
the only halal restaurant in the close-knit Golden
Crescent neighbourhood. Hana waitresses there
part time, but what she really wants is to tell
stories on the radio. If she can just outshine her
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fellow intern at the city radio station, she may
have a chance at landing a job. In the meantime,
Hana pours her thoughts and dreams into a
podcast, where she forms a lively relationship
with one of her listeners. But soon she’ll need all
the support she can get: a new competing
restaurant, a more upscale halal place, is about
to open in the Golden Crescent, threatening
Three Sisters. When her mysterious aunt and
her teenage cousin arrive from India for a
surprise visit, they draw Hana into a long-buried
family secret. A hate-motivated attack on their
neighbourhood complicates the situation further,
as does Hana’s growing attraction for Aydin, the
young owner of the rival restaurant—who might
not be a complete stranger after all. As life on
the Golden Crescent unravels, Hana must learn
to use her voice, draw on the strength of her
community and decide what her future should
be.
Meet Me in Another Life - Catriona Silvey
2021-04-27
International Bestseller! Soon to be a major
motion picture starring Gal Gadot! “Inventive,
bold and surprising . . . Builds in suspense and
emotion, revealing itself page by page, layer by
layer. Cleverly constructed and highly
entertaining.” — CHARLES YU Recommended
by Popsugar • Bustle • Goodreads • Tor •
Mashable • BookBub • io9 Gizmodo • Lambda
Literary • BookRiot • CrimeReads • The Nerd
Daily • and many more! For fans of The Invisible
Life of Addie LaRue and Life After Life, a
poignant genre-bending debut novel about a
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man and woman who must discover why they
continue to meet in different versions of their
lives—a thrilling and imaginative exploration of
the infinite forms of love and how our choices
can change everything. Thora and Santi have
met before. Two strangers in a foreign city,
Thora and Santi meet in a chance encounter. At
once, they recognize in each other a kindred
spirit—someone who is longing for more in life
than the cards they’ve been dealt. Before their
friendship can blossom, though, a tragic
accident cuts their story short. They will meet
again. But this is only one of the many
connections they share. Like satellites trapped in
orbit around each other, Thora and Santi will
find each other again: as husband and wife;
teacher and student; caretaker and patient;
cynic and believer. In recurring lifetimes they
become friends, partners, lovers, and enemies.
Only they can make sure it’s not for the last
time. As strange patterns and blurred memories
compound, Thora and Santi come to a shocking
revelation. They must work together to discover
the true reason behind their repeating realities .
. . before their many lives come to one, final end.
The Rapture of the Nerds - Cory Doctorow
2012-09-04
Welcome to the fractured future, at the dusk of
the twenty-first century. Earth has a population
of roughly a billion hominids. For the most part,
they are happy with their lot, living in a preserve
at the bottom of a gravity well. Those who are
unhappy have emigrated, joining one or another
of the swarming densethinker clades that fog the
inner solar system with a dust of molecular
machinery so thick that it obscures the sun. The
splintery metaconsciousness of the solar-system
has largely sworn off its pre-post-human cousins
dirtside, but its minds sometimes wander...and
when that happens, it casually spams Earth's
networks with plans for cataclysmically
disruptive technologies that emulsify whole
industries, cultures, and spiritual systems. A
sane species would ignore these get-evolvedquick schemes, but there's always someone
who'll take a bite from the forbidden apple. So
until the overminds bore of stirring Earth's
anthill, there's Tech Jury Service: random
humans, selected arbitrarily, charged with
assessing dozens of new inventions and ruling
on whether to let them loose. Young Huw, a
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technophobic, misanthropic Welshman, has been
selected for the latest jury, a task he does his
best to perform despite an itchy technovirus, the
apathy of the proletariat, and a couple of truly
awful moments on bathroom floors. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Start-up Nation - Dan Senor 2011-09-07
START-UP NATION addresses the trillion dollar
question: How is it that Israel-- a country of 7.1
million, only 60 years old, surrounded by
enemies, in a constant state of war since its
founding, with no natural resources-- produces
more start-up companies than large, peaceful,
and stable nations like Japan, China, India,
Korea, Canada and the UK? With the savvy of
foreign policy insiders, Senor and Singer
examine the lessons of the country's adversitydriven culture, which flattens hierarchy and
elevates informality-- all backed up by
government policies focused on innovation. In a
world where economies as diverse as Ireland,
Singapore and Dubai have tried to re-create the
"Israel effect", there are entrepreneurial lessons
well worth noting. As America reboots its own
economy and can-do spirit, there's never been a
better time to look at this remarkable and
resilient nation for some impressive, surprising
clues.
Megadeth - Various 2019-06-18
Celebrating four decades of Dave Mustaine's
legendary band, MEGADETH, this omnibus
edition is 35 short stories inspired by 35 of
MEGADETH'S greatest songs of all time. Songs
adpated include "Hangar 18" by
METALOCALYPSE creator Brendon Small,
"Rattlehead" by Brooklyn Gladiator creator, Dan
Fogler. Other stories adapted by Roche Limit
creator, Michael Moreci and HACK/SLASH
creator Tim Seeley as well as many, many more.
Cruz - Anna Hackett 2015-08-10
Battle-hardened soldier Cruz Ramos is running
on empty. As second-in-command of the
deadliest commando squad fighting the invading
aliens, he doesn't know why he's fighting
anymore. He's seen too much destruction,
devastation, and far too much death. Still, every
day he goes out to protect those humans left,
and every day the growing numbness threatens
to take over. Until a mysterious woman emerges
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from the ruins of destroyed Sydney and saves
him from a pack of rampaging aliens. Santha
Kade has one goal: revenge. The raptors who
have devastated the Earth have taken everything
from her: her team, her home, her beloved
sister. Santha-a former police officer-has spent a
year alone in the ruined city, waging her own
guerrilla war. Sure, she might get lonely
sometimes, but she doesn't have room for
anything but vengeance. Not even for a sexy
soldier with liquid brown eyes, a bone-melting
accent, and a face designed to drive a woman
wild. But as Cruz and Santha join forces to
rescue human hostages from the aliens, their
explosive attraction is impossible to resist. Can
these two warriors survive long enough to find
something worth living for?
The Divine Province: Birthing New Earth - Ed
Rychkun 2013-01-07
In The Divine Province, Jaemes McBride and Ed
Rychkun answer a 26,000 year old question of
how we manifest and maintain the Golden Age.
They bring into reality the New Earth
consciousness unfolding during the End Times.
Taking readers on a 6000 year journey of Old
Earth, they expose how Earthlings have been
ruled by Elite powers and how their means of
conquest has been religion and commerce under
a corporate model of PLANET EARTH INC.
Learn how the silent dominion has separated the
Earthlings from spirit, accepting the physical
slavery of the body vessel, disguising the truth of
who they are. Now at the end of a 26,000 year
cycle, a new consciousness has awakened
multitudes of sleeping imprisoned souls to bring
a New Earth into awareness, threatening the
Rulers dominion and their business plan of the
New World Order. It is about an awakening of
who we are. Learn how the Divine Province has
rapidly evolved as an expression of the new
consciousness. See how it is mow manifesting
the physical birthing of New Earth, bringing the
means from above in 5D consciousness to below
into 3D reality, embodying the manifestation of
peace, love, abundance and prosperity upon Old
Earth. Divine Province is rapidly being populated
by Divine beings of Light expressing themselves
through Divine physical vessels who know who
they are. In this book, the authors reveal how
through rising above polarity and fear, one can
choose the path leading to the alchemical gold of
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the Golden Age under Divine Province
Guide to Modern World Literature - Martin
Seymour-Smith 1975
Ghost Planet - Sharon Lynn Fisher 2012-10-30
As a ghost, psychologist Elizabeth Cole is
symbiotically linked to her supervisor and
creator of the Ghost Protector who is forbidden
to acknowledge or interact with her, which
prompts her to search for the truth surrounding
her own existence. Original.
Griff - Anna Hackett 2019-03-20
As the battle against the invading aliens
intensifies, a group of bad boy bikers and
mercenaries will stand and fight for humanity's
survival...Squad Three berserker Griff lived
through hell long before the alien invasion.
Once, he'd been a dedicated cop, but then in a
gut-wrenching betrayal, he ended up behind
bars in a supermax prison. After the aliens
invaded, he managed to escape and join the
soldiers fighting back...and came face to face
with his best friend's little sister-the bold,
vibrant, off-limits woman he's always wanted.
Now the beautiful, tattooed Indy is his squad's
comms officer...and she hates his guts.Indy
Bennett lost her parents and brother in the alien
attack, and every day, she vows to suck the
marrow out of life. She's also doing her bit in the
fight, as Squad Three's comms officer, even if it
means seeing the man who broke her young
heart. Griff was once her brother's best friend, a
boy she adored, but now she knows she needs to
steer clear of the hard-edged man who still
draws her like a moth to a flame.Griff vows to
claim Indy as his. The only problem is, Indy is
having none of it. As their fiery attraction
explodes, they find themselves embroiled in the
hunt for the aliens' unexplained octagon
weapon, and a mysterious survivor town where
all is not what it seems. Both Griff and Indy will
have to learn to let go of the hurts of the past if
they have any chance of not just surviving, but
having a future.
The Middleman - Javier Grillo-Marxuach
2009-07-01
The Middleman and Wendy return in a new
adventure that completes the epic journey of
their hit tv show! A betrayal by one of Wendy's
closest friends sets off a chain of events that
threatens the very fabric of human existence.
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Alone and surrounded by the forces of FATBOY
and their leader, the dreaded Manservant
Neville, Wendy and The Middleman stare down
the barrel of a sacrifice so ultimate it will shake
the Middleman universe to its very foundation!
Based on the lost series script by creator Javier
Grillo-Marxuach and co-executive producer Hans
Beimler.
Physics of the Impossible - Michio Kaku
2008-03-11
Teleportation, time machines, force fields, and
interstellar space ships—the stuff of science
fiction or potentially attainable future
technologies? Inspired by the fantastic worlds of
Star Trek, Star Wars, and Back to the Future,
renowned theoretical physicist and bestselling
author Michio Kaku takes an informed, serious,
and often surprising look at what our current
understanding of the universe's physical laws
may permit in the near and distant
future.Entertaining, informative, and
imaginative, Physics of the Impossible probes
the very limits of human ingenuity and scientific
possibility.
Love and Theft - Stan Parish 2021-06-08
A New York Times Book Review Editor's Choice
“It can feel to the reader like a kind of miracle.
In a word: thrilling.” —The New York Times
Book Review “Head and shoulders above the
average thriller.” —The Guardian “Pure pleasure
from the first page to the last.” —The Sunday
Times (UK) An epic Vegas heist. A high-octane
international romance. A charismatic thief
forced to orchestrate one final, treacherous job
to save his family. When Alex Cassidy and Diane
Alison meet at a party in Princeton, New Jersey,
the chemistry between them is instant and
undeniable. She's a single mother, local fixture,
and owner of a successful catering company.
He's a single father and weekend homeowner -and leader of an armed-robbery crew that just
pulled off a record-breaking, precision jewel
heist in Las Vegas. Neither one realizes that
their lives have overlapped before, and that the
shared history they uncover will threaten
everyone they love. Swept up in their
burgeoning relationship, Diane joins Alex at his
beach house in Tulum, where Alex decides to
leave his life of crime behind. It begins as a
postcard-perfect weekend until an entanglement
with a powerful cartel forces Alex to mastermind
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one final and unthinkably dangerous job. What
ensues is an explosive, adrenaline-soaked
journey through the moneyed landscapes of
Mexico and Europe, where ghosts from the past
collide with unexpected perils in the present.
Propulsive, deeply suspenseful, and layered with
mesmerizing twists, Love and Theft is a
sophisticated thriller about the illusion of control
and the high price of past transgressions
Marcus - Anna Hackett 2015-07-29
In the aftermath of a deadly alien invasion, a
band of survivors fights on... In a world gone to
hell, Elle Milton-once the darling of the Sydney
social scene-has carved a role for herself as the
communications officer for the toughest
commando team fighting for humanity's survivalHell Squad. It's her chance to make a difference
and make up for horrible past mistakes...despite
the fact that its battle-hardened commander
never wanted her on his team. When Hell Squad
is tasked with destroying a strategic alien
facility, Elle knows they need her skills in the
field. But first she must go head to head with
Marcus Steele and convince him she won't be a
liability. Marcus Steele is a warrior through and
through. He fights to protect the innocent and
give the human race a chance to survive. And
that includes the beautiful, gutsy Elle who twists
him up inside with a single look. The last thing
he wants is to take her into a warzone, but soon
they are thrown together battling both the alien
invaders and their overwhelming attraction. And
Marcus will learn just how much he'll sacrifice to
keep her safe.
Surveillance Valley - Yasha Levine 2019-01-03
Featured as a Guardian Long Read in December
2018 EVERYTHING WE HAVE BEEN TOLD
ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC NATURE OF THE
INTERNET IS A MARKETING PLOY. As the
Cambridge Analytica scandal has shown, private
corporations consider it their right to use our
data (and by extension, us) which ever way they
see fit. Tempted by their appealing
organisational and diagnostic tools, we have
allowed private internet corporations access to
the most intimate corners of our lives. But the
internet was developed, from the outset, as a
weapon. Looking at the hidden origins of many
internet corporations and platforms, Levine
shows that this is a function, not a bug of the
online experience. Conceived as a surveillance
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tool by ARPA to control insurgents in the
Vietnam War, the internet is now essential to our
lives. This book investigates the troubling and
unavoidable truth of its history and the
unfathomable power of the corporations who
now more or less own it. Without this book, your
picture of contemporary society will be missing
an essential piece of the puzzle.
Convergence Culture - Henry Jenkins 2008-09
“What the future fortunes of [Gramsci’s]
writings will be, we cannot know. However, his
permanence is already sufficiently sure, and
justifies the historical study of his international
reception. The present collection of studies is an
indispensable foundation for this.” —Eric
Hobsbawm, from the preface Antonio Gramsci is
a giant of Marxian thought and one of the
world's greatest cultural critics. Antonio A.
Santucci is perhaps the world's preeminent
Gramsci scholar. Monthly Review Press is proud
to publish, for the first time in English,
Santucci’s masterful intellectual biography of
the great Sardinian scholar and revolutionary.
Gramscian terms such as “civil society” and
“hegemony” are much used in everyday political
discourse. Santucci warns us, however, that
these words have been appropriated by both
radicals and conservatives for contemporary and
often self-serving ends that often have nothing to
do with Gramsci’s purposes in developing them.
Rather what we must do, and what Santucci
illustrates time and again in his dissection of
Gramsci’s writings, is absorb Gramsci’s
methods. These can be summed up as the
suspicion of “grand explanatory schemes,” the
unity of theory and practice, and a focus on the
details of everyday life. With respect to the last
of these, Joseph Buttigieg says in his Nota:
“Gramsci did not set out to explain historical
reality armed with some full-fledged concept,
such as hegemony; rather, he examined the
minutiae of concrete social, economic, cultural,
and political relations as they are lived in by
individuals in their specific historical
circumstances and, gradually, he acquired an
increasingly complex understanding of how
hegemony operates in many diverse ways and
under many aspects within the capillaries of
society.” The rigor of Santucci’s examination of
Gramsci’s life and work matches that of the
seminal thought of the master himself. Readers
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will be enlightened and inspired by every page.
Open Veins of Latin America - Eduardo Galeano
1997
[In this book, the author's] analysis of the effects
and causes of capitalist underdevelopment in
Latin America present [an] account of ... Latin
American history. [The author] shows how
foreign companies reaped huge profits through
their operations in Latin America. He explains
the politics of the Latin American bourgeoisies
and their subservience to foreign powers, and
how they interacted to create increasingly
unequal capitalist societies in Latin America.Back cover.
The Book of Iowa Films - Marty Knepper
2014-08-04
This is the first comprehensive history of films
made in or about Iowa. It reflects some twenty
years of collecting, lecturing, and talking with
some of Iowa's current generation of
independent filmmakers. It covers the span from
1918 to 2013 and gives important background
information on dozens of high profile films such
as the STATE FAIR films of 1933 and 1945, THE
BRIDGES OF MADISON COUNTY, FIELD OF
DREAMS, and many others. It is designed as a
companion for the State Historical Society's
blockbuster "Hollywood in the Heartland"
exhibition in Des Moines that is scheduled to run
at least through 2016. The book has an
interpretive essay covering the entire history as
well as paragraph length descriptions of each
film. A user-friendly feature is the Index of
Films, which makes it easy to locate discussions
of individual films. Marty Knepper is a featured
commentator on video screens in the "Hollywood
in the Heartland" exhibition.
Million Mile Road Trip - Rudy rucker 2019-05-07
Three teens ride a car across the universe and
back. Look out for the flying saucers! "Tipping
his hat to Thomas Pynchon, Jack Kerouac, and
Douglas Adams, Rucker immerses readers in a
fantastical roadtrip adventure that’s a wild ride
of unmitigated joy. . . . he ties everything
together with internal consistency, playful use of
language that keeps his ideas alien yet
accessible, and a solid grounding in fourthdimensional math. This wacky adventure is a
geeky reader’s delight."—Publishers Weekly,
starred review
The Complete Works of Primo Levi - Primo Levi
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2015-09-28
2015 Washington Post Notable Book The
Complete Works of Primo Levi, which includes
seminal works like If This Is a Man and The
Periodic Table, finally gathers all fourteen of
Levi’s books—memoirs, essays, poetry,
commentary, and fiction—into three slipcased
volumes. Primo Levi, the Italian-born chemist
once described by Philip Roth as that
“quicksilver little woodland creature enlivened
by the forest’s most astute intelligence,” has
largely been considered a heroic figure in the
annals of twentieth-century literature for If This
Is a Man, his haunting account of Auschwitz. Yet
Levi’s body of work extends considerably beyond
his experience as a survivor. Now, the
transformation of Levi from Holocaust memoirist
to one of the twentieth century’s greatest
writers culminates in this publication of The
Complete Works of Primo Levi. This magisterial
collection finally gathers all of Levi’s fourteen
books—memoirs, essays, poetry, and
fiction—into three slip-cased volumes. Thirteen
of the books feature new translations, and the
other is newly revised by the original translator.
Nobel laureate Toni Morrison introduces Levi’s
writing as a “triumph of human identity and
worth over the pathology of human destruction.”
The appearance of this historic publication will
occasion a major reappraisal of “one of the most
valuable writers of our time” (Alfred Kazin). The
Complete Works of Primo Levi features all new
translations of: The Periodic Table, The Drowned
and the Saved, The Truce, Natural Histories,
Flaw of Form, The Wrench, Lilith, Other People’s
Trades, and If Not Now, When?—as well as all of
Levi’s poems, essays, and other nonfiction work,
some of which have never appeared before in
English.
Roth - Anna Hackett 2016-07-17
Roth Masters is a protector to the bone. Driven
by the losses of his past, he fights side-by-side
with Hell Squad to protect the human survivors
of the alien invasion. As leader of Squad Nine,
he and his team are known for their perfect
timing in a firefight. But Roth knows they need
more intel on the raptor invaders-something to
turn the tide of the battle. And he knows the
woman he rescued from an alien facility is hiding
secrets he desperately wants to uncover. Former
Coalition Central Intelligence Agent Avery
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Stillman is still adjusting to her new life. Left
with terrible gaps in her memory, she has vague
recollections of failed negotiations with the
aliens, the invasion, and after that...nothing.
Until a hard-bodied soldier pulled her from a
tank in an alien lab. Now she's trying
desperately to remember, to help fight back, and
also battling the crazy attraction to the man who
keeps pushing her for things she can't
remember. Soon Roth finds himself torn
between his duty and keeping the strong woman
he's falling for safe. As the pair head into alien
territory to investigate, they are attacked and
crash land alone, far from base. They have to
work together to survive the aliens, but when
Avery finally remembers everything...her secrets
could annihilate all they hold dear.
Snow Crash - Neal Stephenson 2003-08-26
The “brilliantly realized” (The New York Times
Book Review) breakthrough novel from visionary
author Neal Stephenson, a modern classic that
predicted the metaverse and inspired
generations of Silicon Valley innovators Hiro
lives in a Los Angeles where franchises line the
freeway as far as the eye can see. The only relief
from the sea of logos is within the autonomous
city-states, where law-abiding citizens don’t dare
leave their mansions. Hiro delivers pizza to the
mansions for a living, defending his pies from
marauders when necessary with a matched set
of samurai swords. His home is a shared 20 X 30
U-Stor-It. He spends most of his time goggled in
to the Metaverse, where his avatar is legendary.
But in the club known as The Black Sun, his
fellow hackers are being felled by a weird new
drug called Snow Crash that reduces them to
nothing more than a jittering cloud of bad digital
karma (and IRL, a vegetative state).
Investigating the Infocalypse leads Hiro all the
way back to the beginning of language itself,
with roots in an ancient Sumerian priesthood.
He’ll be joined by Y.T., a fearless teenaged
skateboard courier. Together, they must race to
stop a shadowy virtual villain hell-bent on world
domination.
Controversial New Religions - James R. Lewis
2014
In terms of public opinion, new religious
movements are considered controversial for a
variety of reasons. Their social organization
often runs counter to popular expectations by
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experimenting with communal living, alternative
leadership roles, unusual economic dispositions,
and new political and ethical values. As a result
the general public views new religions with a
mixture of curiosity, amusement, and anxiety,
sustained by lavish media emphasis on oddness
and tragedy rather than familiarity and lived
experience. This updated and revised second
edition of Controversial New Religions offers a
scholarly, dispassionate look at those groups
that have generated the most attention,
including some very well-known classical groups
like The Family, Unification Church, Scientology,
and Jim Jones's People's Temple; some relative
newcomers such as the Kabbalah Centre, the
Order of the Solar Temple, Branch Davidians,
Heaven's Gate, and the Falun Gong; and some
interesting cases like contemporary Satanism,
the Raelians, Black nationalism, and various
Pagan groups. Each essay combines an overview
of the history and beliefs of each organization or
movement with original and insightful analysis.
By presenting decades of scholarly work on new
religious movements written in an accessible
form by established scholars as well as younger
experts in the field, this book will be an
invaluable resource for all those who seek a view
of new religions that is deeper than what can be
found in sensationalistic media stories.
The Last Human - Lee Bacon 2019-10-08
Humans went extinct thirty years ago. Now the
world is ruled by machines. And twelve-year-old
robot XR_935 is just fine with that. Without
humans around, there is no war, no pollution, no
crime. Every member of society has a purpose.
Everything runs smoothly and efficiently. Until
the day XR discovers something impossible: a
human girl named Emma. Now, Emma, XR, and
two other robots must embark on a dangerous
voyage in search of a mysterious point on a map.
But how will they survive in a place where rules
are never broken and humans aren’t even
supposed to exist? And what will they find at the
end of their journey? Narrated in the first person
(first robot?) by XR, The Last Human blends
humor and action with moments of poignancy to
tell a story about friendship, technology, and
challenging the status quo no matter the
consequences. It’s not just about what it means
to be a robot. It’s about what it means to be a
human.
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The Monstrous-Feminine - Barbara Creed
2015-09-04
In almost all critical writings on the horror film,
woman is conceptualised only as victim. In The
Monstrous-Feminine Barbara Creed challenges
this patriarchal view by arguing that the
prototype of all definitions of the monstrous is
the female reproductive body.With close
reference to a number of classic horror films
including the Alien trilogy, T
Barbarian - Anna Hackett 2017-07-03
Fighting for love, honor, and freedom on the
galaxy's lawless outer rim... Abducted by alien
slavers, experimented on, and left blind, the last
thing doctor Winter Ashworth needs is a big
barbarian gladiator in her life, especially an
annoying one who thinks she's small and weak.
Rescued by gladiators on the desert world of
Carthago, Winter is doggedly working to
embrace her new life. But two of her friends are
still missing and she'll do anything to help get
them back...even if she has to work alongside
Nero Krahn: hunter, barbarian, gladiator. The
scowly, brooding man is too big, has too many
muscles, and pushes all her buttons. Nero is the
House of Galen's best hunter and tracker. Raised
on a barbarian world, where strength and might
are prized, he was bred to hunt and fight. Now
the arena is his home and his loyalty is to his
imperator. He knows he can use his skills to find
the two lost women, even if that means
protecting a small blind woman who takes every
chance to misjudge his words and lash him with
her sharp tongue. But as they follow a
dangerous trail to save their friends, a new
enemy emerges-one who wants Winter. The pair
find themselves reluctantly attracted to each
other, uncovering a scorching desire that shocks
them both. As Nero fights to protect Winter, the
barbarian gladiator will discover the true
meaning of strength from the small Earth
woman he wants to claim as his.
The Voice of Memory - Primo Levi 2018-05-18
Over the course of more than twenty-five years,
Primo Levi gave more than two hundred
newspaper, journal, radio and television
interviews speaking with such varied authors as
Philip Roth and Germaine Greer. Marco Belpoliti
and Robert Gordon have selected and translated
thirty-six of the most important of these
interviews for The Voice of Memory.
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Munitions of the mind - Philip M. Taylor
2013-07-19
New edition of a classic work on the history of
propaganda. Topical new chapters on the 1991
Gulf War, September 11 and terrorism. An ideal
textbook for all international courses covering
media and communication studies. Considers the
history of propaganda and how it has become
increasingly pervasive due to access to evercomplex and versatile media. Written in an
accessible style and format, this book has proven
its appeal to the general reader as the public
becomes more and more cynical of the
manipulations of the political sphere.
Sister - Rosamund Lupton 2011-12-20
"Lupton enters the highly charged ring where
the best psychological detective writers spar...
Like Kate Atkinson, Patricia Highsmith and Ruth
Rendell… Both tear-jerking and spine-tingling,
Sister provides an adrenaline rush that could
cause a chill on the sunniest afternoon." —The
New York Times Book Review When her mom
calls to tell her that Tess, her younger sister, is
missing, Bee returns home to London on the first
flight. She expects to find Tess and give her the
usual lecture, the bossy big sister scolding her
flighty baby sister for taking off without letting
anyone know her plans. Tess has always been a
free spirit, an artist who takes risks, while
conservative Bee couldn’t be more different. Bee
is used to watching out for her wayward sibling
and is fiercely protective of Tess (and has always
been a little stern about her antics). But then
Tess is found dead, apparently by her own hand.
Bee is certain that Tess didn’t commit suicide.
Their family and the police accept the sad
reality, but Bee feels sure that Tess has been
murdered. Single-minded in her search for a
killer, Bee moves into Tess's apartment and
throws herself headlong into her sister's life--and
all its secrets. Though her family and the police
see a grieving sister in denial, unwilling to
accept the facts, Bee uncovers the affair Tess
was having with a married man and the
pregnancy that resulted, and her difficultly with
a stalker who may have crossed the line when
Tess refused his advances. Tess was also
participating in an experimental medical trial
that might have gone very wrong. As a
determined Bee gives her statement to the lead
investigator, her story reveals a predator who
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got away with murder--and an obsession that
may cost Bee her own life. A thrilling story of
fierce love between siblings, Sister is a
suspenseful and accomplished debut with a
stunning twist.
Robot Ghosts and Wired Dreams Christopher Bolton 2007
Since the end of the Second World War—and
particularly over the last decade—Japanese
science fiction has strongly influenced global
popular culture. Unlike American and British
science fiction, its most popular examples have
been visual—from Gojira (Godzilla) and Astro
Boy in the 1950s and 1960s to the anime
masterpieces Akira and Ghost in the Shell of the
1980s and 1990s—while little attention has been
paid to a vibrant tradition of prose science
fiction in Japan. Robot Ghosts and Wired Dreams
remedies this neglect with a rich exploration of
the genre that connects prose science fiction to
contemporary anime. Bringing together Western
scholars and leading Japanese critics, this
groundbreaking work traces the beginnings,
evolution, and future direction of science fiction
in Japan, its major schools and authors, cultural
origins and relationship to its Western
counterparts, the role of the genre in the
formation of Japan’s national and political
identity, and its unique fan culture. Covering a
remarkable range of texts—from the 1930s
fantastic detective fiction of Yumeno Kyûsaku to
the cross-culturally produced and marketed film
and video game franchise Final Fantasy—this
book firmly establishes Japanese science fiction
as a vital and exciting genre. Contributors:
Hiroki Azuma; Hiroko Chiba, DePauw U; Naoki
Chiba; William O. Gardner, Swarthmore College;
Mari Kotani; Livia Monnet, U of Montreal; Miri
Nakamura, Stanford U; Susan Napier, Tufts U;
Sharalyn Orbaugh, U of British Columbia;
Tamaki Saitô; Thomas Schnellbächer, Berlin
Free U. Christopher Bolton is assistant professor
of Japanese at Williams College. Istvan CsicseryRonay Jr. is professor of English at DePauw
University. Takayuki Tatsumi is professor of
English at Keio University.
You Can Be Anyone! - Marina Polito 2022-01-12
Join Alice, As she discovers the importance of
friendship and how to be her best self. A
lighthearted story which aims to help children
find their inner confidence and tackle their
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feelings.
Staring at the Sun - Irvin D. Yalom 2010-06-10
Written in Irv Yalom's inimitable story-telling
style, Staring at the Sun is a profoundly
encouraging approach to the universal issue of
mortality. In this magisterial opus, capping a
lifetime of work and personal experience, Dr.
Yalom helps us recognize that the fear of death
is at the heart of much of our anxiety. Such
recognition is often catalyzed by an "awakening
experience"—a dream, or loss (the death of a
loved one, divorce, loss of a job or home), illness,
trauma, or aging. Once we confront our own
mortality, Dr. Yalom writes, we are inspired to
rearrange our priorities, communicate more
deeply with those we love, appreciate more
keenly the beauty of life, and increase our
willingness to take the risks necessary for
personal fulfillment.
The Imagination of the New Left - George N.
Katsiaficas 1987
"The Imagination of the New Left" brings to life
the social movements and events of the 1960s
that made it a period of world-historical
importance: the Prague Spring; the student
movements in Mexico, Japan, Sri Lanka, Italy,
Yugoslavia, and Spain; the Test Offensive in
Vietnam and guerilla movements in Latin
America; the Democratic Convention in Chicago;
the assassination of Martin Luther King; the
near-revolution in France of May 1968; and the
May 1970 student strike in the United States.
Despite its apparent failure, the New Left
represented a global transition to a newly
defined cultural and political epoch, and its
impact continues to be felt today.
Odd Schnozz and the Odd Squad - Jeffrey
Burandt 2015-06-24
Liz, Bodey, Maude, and Justine's band, Odd
Schnozz and the Odd Squad, are sure to win this
year's Battle of the Bands. But when a talking
chimp, who claims to be a scientist from the
mysterious organization B.L.A.N.K., interrupts
their practice session, the band's got a whole
new set of problems. Now B.L.A.N.K. agents are
closing in, determined to recapture the escaped
chimp before he becomes a liability. Jeffrey
Burandt (Americans UK) and Dennis Culver
(Edison Rex) bring you this thrilling tale of
cyborg animals and punk rock teenagers. 1, 2, 3,
4!
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Caster - Elsie Chapman 2019-09-03
Avatar: The Last Airbender meets Fight Club in
this action-packed fantasy about a secret,
underground magic fighting tournament. If the
magic doesn't kill her, the truth just might.Aza
Wu knows that real magic is dangerous and
illegal. After all, casting killed her sister, Shire.
As with all magic, everything comes at a price.
For Aza, it feels like everything in her life has
some kind of cost attached to it. Her sister had
been casting for money to pay off Saint Willow,
the gang leader that oversees her sector of
Lotusland. If you want to operate a business
there, you have to pay your tribute. And now
with Shire dead, Aza must step in to save the
legacy of Wu Teas, the teahouse that has been in
her family for centuries.When Aza comes across
a secret invitation, she decides she doesn't have
much else to lose. She quickly realizes that she's
entered herself into an underground casting
tournament, and the stakes couldn't be higher.
Real magic, real consequences. As she
competes, Aza fights for her life against some
very strong and devious competitors.When the
facts about Shire's death don't add up, the police
start to investigate. When the tributes to Saint
Willow aren't paid, the gang comes to collect.
When Aza is caught sneaking around with fresh
casting wounds, her parents are alarmed. As
Aza's dangerous web of lies continues to grow,
she is caught between trying to find a way out
and trapping herself permanently.
Time Passages - George Lipsitz 1997
Rogue - Anna Hackett 2017-11-29
Abducted by alien slavers and taken to a lawless
desert world, the last thing she expects is to be
claimed by a handsome alien rogue. Rogue
contains two action-packed novellas in the
Galactic Gladiators series. Information Rogue:
arrogant information merchant Zhim doesn't
know what hits him when he collides with feisty
human hacker Ryan. Rescued by the humans and
gladiators from the House of Galen, Ryan
Nagano is working hard to piece her life back
together. Her priorities are conquering her
anxiety, recovering from her captivity, and using
her exceptional computer skills to help the
House of Galen decrypt alien data that could
reveal the location of other abducted humans.
That's all she's focused on. But when she needs
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help, she finds herself having to work with
arrogant genius Zhim...and discovers that the
two of them redefine the word explosive. Zhim
thrives on the need to uncover information and
ensure his wealthy, carefully constructed life is
exactly as he wants it. Then one infuriating
menace of a woman blasts into his life. Ryan
matches him skill for skill, drives him crazy, and
worms her way under his skin. But forced to
take her deep into Kor Magma's shadowy hacker
underworld, Zhim soon learns exactly what he's
willing to risk to keep Ryan safe. Desert Rogue:
prickly, independent human Neve doesn't want
or need any help...but a certain cocky desert
rogue isn't taking no for an answer. Neve
Haynes survived her abduction through grit and
determination. She's always made her own way
through life, depends on no one, and is
determined to achieve her own personal mission.
So as she sneaks out of the House of Galen, the
last thing she needs is help in the form of a
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tawny-haired, lean-hipped caravan master with
more confidence and swagger than any man
she's met before. Corsair is a man of the desert
and leader of the Corsair Caravan. He listens to
his gut and something about Neve draws him in.
He can't let her go off and get herself killed, but
she's the most skittish, strongest woman he's
ever met. As they trek deep into the desert on a
dangerous mission to find a map to an infamous
desert arena, they will fight side by side and be
forced to depend only on each other to survive.
And in Carthago's desert sands, they will
uncover a desire that burns hotter than the
desert sun.
Documentary Screens - Keith Beattie 2004-04-16
Keith Beattie's study offers a clear and
comprehensive analysis of documentary film and
television by adopting a 'documentary studies'
approach in which non-fictional work is situated
within historical, economic and disciplinary
contexts.
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